October 20, 1980

SE80-86
CPC80-4
AG80-2

SUBJECT: ELECTRICAL SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

AIRCRAFT APPLICABILITY: CESSNA SINGLE ENGINE AIRCRAFT

MODELS AND SERIAL NUMBERS . . . . . .

Reference Chart Included with This Letter and
Affected Service Letters

Since 1976, a number of significant improvements have been made to electrical components and systems of single engine Cessna aircraft. Most of these improvements were announced previously through Service Letters as changes on production with provisions for field installation on earlier aircraft.

A chart is included which lists the above mentioned Service Letters, provides aircraft applicability and a brief description of each improvement.

It is recommended that affected aircraft be checked for compliance with the changes shown in the attached listing at the next 100-hour or annual inspection. Owners and operators should be encouraged to comply with appropriate improvements if not previously accomplished.

* * * * * *

(Owner Notification System - No. 1)

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY